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HOW TO AVOID BUSINESS DISASTERS
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GLOBAL REACH

CPA firms come in many shapes and
sizes. Different knowledge levels, different
specialties, different pricing structures and,
most importantly, different philosophies
for serving clients. So, how do you find
a firm that is just the right fit for your
organization?

by Brian Jackson,
Abacus IT Solutions, President and COO
A growing number of businesses of all types and sizes are still not adequately prepared
for many disasters that could affect their future. Statistically, 60 percent of businesses
don’t have a fully documented network disaster recovery plan, and almost half of those
that do have a plan admit that it is outdated and would not be effective if and when a
disaster did strike. Even fewer businesses test their disaster recovery plan on a regular
basis.
Unfortunately, a business that is not adequately prepared for a potential disaster faces a
wide variety of risks which could ultimately cause them to close their doors.
Some of these risks may include:
Natural disasters - Tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, or fire.
Human error - Employees accidentally downloading virus-ridden files to a computer
tied to the business network.
IT systems failure - A network or hardware failure, which can result in unusable
computers and phone systems.
Cyberattacks - From ransomware or due to data breaches.
When a disaster does strike an unprepared business, the effects can be catastrophic.
The business may not be able to operate effectively, which could cause delays in service
to customers. Long delays might force customers to turn to competitors for help. Poor
planning can also result in financial loss. Typically, the less prepared a business is for
disaster, the more money they spend on response and recovery. Additionally, there is
the reputation of the business that is at stake. Poor handling of disaster can directly
impact the bottom line by making it difficult to keep current customers and acquire new
customers.
Maybe your company is small and streamlined, or maybe it operates in an industry with
relatively low risk. You might think that your facilities and systems are inherently safe.
Thinking about a business continuity plan might seem complicated and overwhelming.

At Barfield, Murphy, Shank & Smith, our
business philosophy is simple. We provide
peace of mind. What’s important to you is
important to us. Knowlege is key. Deadlines
are met. Costs are fair. And, relationships
matter.
When BMSS began in 1991, it was with
the idea that an accounting firm could be
different, could stand out from other firms.
The goal was to provide employees with
a place where they could have a career
and a life outside of work. A place where a
person is not just viewed as billable hours
but as a vital part of the team. This way of
thinking is not just applied internally but
externally to clients as well. We want to
provide uncommon service to our clients
and become a trusted advisor to your
business, not just a number cruncher.
We recognize that no two clients are alike,
which is precisely why our engagements
are tailored to suit your particular needs.
With BMSS, you won’t be under-serviced,
over-billed, lost in the crowd or left with
unmet expectations. We are large enough
to offer specialized expertise, yet small
enough to value personal relationships.
With our remarkable, talented team in
your corner, success is on the horizon and
peace of mind around the corner.
For more information, please visit our
website at www.bmss.com.
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How to Avoid... Continued
Here are a few simple questions to ask
to help evaluate the business and plan
needed to recover.
Do you have a plan to account for all
potential business-impacting events
such as natural disasters, human error,
IT failures and cyberattacks? Is the
plan current?
Does your plan include all critical systems (accounting, operations, IT and
HR) and prioritized recovery tasks?

Do you have redundancies in place
for critical systems data, such as
redundant power supplies, replication
of software and backups stored in
multiple locations?

Having a thorough understanding of these
questions and how much planning and
preparation has gone into your company’s
disaster plan can mean the difference in
business continuity and business closing.

Does your plan include a clear timeline for all objectives?

Abacus IT Solutions is a managed services
provider solving the technology needs of small
and mid-sized businesses to help them operate
smarter. Headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama
since 2000, the Abacus goal is to provide peace
of mind solutions for clients and a culture of
leadership and ownership for team members.

Do all employees have a copy of the
plan that is accessible to them in the
midst of a disaster and know their
roles?

TAX CONSIDERATIONS FOR RESTAURANTS ENTERING
NEW MARKETS
by Adam Berebitsky,
BDO Tax Partner

Today the average family’s schedule is

faster-paced than before. As traditions
around the dinner table reflect that
change, the restaurant industry is growing
at staggering rates. In fact, according to
the National Restaurant Association State
of the Industry report, 2017 restaurant
industry sales are expected to top $800
billion. For new restaurant concepts
entering the market, it is critical that state
and local tax aspects be considered prior
to opening the restaurant’s doors.
State and Local Business License
Registrations
The first step for restaurant concepts
entering new markets is to determine
whether there are any state or local,
including county or city, business
registration applications that are required
to be filed. A business license requirement
is based on the specific restaurant location
and an annual license fee for the benefit
of operating in that jurisdiction may apply.
Each jurisdiction is different with respect
to its registration process. Most states
have simplified the process and allow
taxpayers to file the registration
electronically, allowing the state to
process registration applications quicker.
In addition to an initial registration, an
annual license renewal may be required.

Income, Sales and
Use Tax,
Employment and
Personal Property
Tax Registrations
Depending on state rules,
a restaurant may be
required to register for
income, sales and use,
employment and
personal property tax.
Some states, such as
Florida, Maryland and
Virginia, allow a taxpayer
to register for all of these
taxes using one form. Other states may
require separate registrations for each
type of tax. Once registered, the restaurant will be required to file tax returns on
a periodic basis depending on the type of
tax.
Establishing solid procedures at the onset
of opening the restaurant will be
important to avoid the pitfalls of delinquent tax return filings and unanticipated
tax liabilities.
Miscellaneous Tax and License
Registrations
Depending on the type of restaurant
concept that a company is operating,
there are various licenses that need to
be considered. Although not an all-inclusive list, several examples of taxes and
licenses include a food service facility
license, liquor license, restaurant license,

convention and tourist taxes, litter tax
and alcohol/beverage permits. Each tax or
license may be administered by a different
state agency, which adds complexity to
the registration process.
Because tax and license registrations
vary by state, it is important that an
investigation is performed to identify and
understand the requirements in each
operating jurisdiction. Careful planning
is critical to make sure the appropriate
licenses and registrations are in place prior
to opening a restaurant location so that
the company can focus on operating the
business and servicing customers—two
very important components of success in
the ever-changing restaurant landscape.
This article originally appeared in BDO USA, LLP’s
“Restaurant Selections” newsletter (Winter 2018).
Copyright © 2018 BDO USA, LLP. All rights reserved.
www.bdo.com
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A TALE OF TWO ACCOUNTING FIRMS:
Making Sure Your CPA is Approaching Your Business and Personal Finances Holistically
by Laura K. Watkins,
BMSS, Marketing Manager
Imagine you are presented with the
option of hiring one of two types of
fitness trainers. Since we’re approaching
warmer weather and trips to the
neighborhood pool or the beach, this
scenario may be more realistic than
hypothetical. The first trainer is extremely
professional. She arrives to your
appointments on time; she is prepared
with your workout plans. She does an
in-depth review of how your heartrate,
weight, strength and flexibility have
fluctuated over the past five years. Her
training is based on these figures from the
past.
Then you meet the second trainer. She
too is extremely professional, arrives on
time and makes sure you are finished in a
timely manner. She also asks about how
your measurements (heartrate, weight,
etc.) have changed throughout the years.
But this is just the beginning of her
assessment.
She then spends the next hour asking
what your fitness and wellness goals are
for the future. She wants to know what
you are currently doing to achieve those
goals. What are you eating? What do
your workouts look like? What are your
weaknesses and pitfalls that keep you
from achieving your goals? Finally, you
work together to create a step-by-step
plan to make sure your goals are achieved.
You’re probably wondering how this
analogy relates to assuring your accounting firm is making decisions in your best
interest and from a holistic perspective?
TRANSITIONING FROM
HISTORIAN TO PROACTIVE
ADVISOR
Accounting is often thought of as a historical profession. An accountant shows their
client how well they’ve done with financial
decisions from the previous year. Most
CPAs are, like the first trainer, friendly and

prompt. They will, most likely, do an
excellent job reporting on how you and
your business did the last year and produce a flaw-free tax return for you.

This preparation, these partnerships and
these solutions help provide an essential
resource for you in the event unforeseen
issues arise.

But what about this current year? And,
what about your future financial goals in
years to come?
“Clients don’t come to our firm for us to
just be historians,” said Barfield Murphy
Shank & Smith Founding Partner John
Shank. “They want a proactive advisor who
is in the trenches with them.”
Today’s world moves so fast that clients
need someone to help them stay up
with the pace of change. In addition to
tax and auditing services, clients need an
accounting firm that has the bandwidth
to advise on array of additional services
such as management goals, sources of
capital, human resources and information
technology.
Over the past decade, BMSS has seen
a growing need to provide its clients
with services from a holistic approach.
“We’ve taken proactive steps including:
1.) expanding our internal resources and
services; 2.) adding sister companies
Abacus IT, Payroll Benefit Solutions (PBS)
and wealth advisory firm, BMSS Wesson
3.) and maintaining a strong partnership
with the BDO Alliance,” said Shank.

Recently, BMSS launched Client 361,
a program tailored specifically to your
personal and business needs. Client 361
provides a deep dive into areas of your
business that may currently be unrealized
or even neglected. As the client, you will
be asked a series of questions, broken
down by categories including Management
Goals & Objectives, Products & Services,
and Personal Financial Well-Being. Then,
your CPA will ascertain next steps and
tools for you to be successful in meeting
your goals.
The detailed process can be broken down
into multiple sessions. For example, you
could set up quarterly meetings to dig into
each area of your business and personal
finances so that you can have a robust
plan to serve you and your business’
needs for years to come.
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A Tale of Two Accounting... Continued
“At BMSS, our focus is not on selling
products, accumulating hours or making
revenue,” said BMSS Consultant Merrill
Johnston, Jr. “Instead, our priority is
creating peace of mind for our clients.
The type of questions we ask in our
Client 361 program are strategic and
thought-provoking for a business
owner. The answers and information we
glean from going through the Client 361

process will help us provide the specific
solutions and tools to meet the individual
clients’ needs. We don’t believe in a
blanket, one-size-fits-all approach.”

one that is prepared to help you meet
your future goals and provide you with
guidance along the way, which one will
you choose?

So, back to the selection process analogy.
Given the opportunity to decide between
a good old-fashioned CPA firm or a firm
that is dedicated to not just serving your
basic accounting and assurance needs, but

We have a good guess you are going to go
with the second accounting firm.
For more information and to begin your Client 361
process, call your BMSS CPA today. We’ll set up a time
to walk you through a series of important questions to
learn your goals as well as your pain points.

TAX REFORM & CHOICE OF ENTITY CONSIDERATIONS
All pass-through entities, including partnerships and S corporations, should evaluate their choice of entity as a result of tax
reform and the new reduced corporate
tax rate of 21 percent (previously 35 percent). Converting from a pass-through entity to a C corporation requires thoughtful
consideration, analysis, and planning.
WHY CHOICE OF ENTITY?
1. The new corporate tax rate of 21
percent is significantly lower than the individual tax rates, now having a maximum
rate ranging from 29.6 percent to 37
percent. Because of this difference in tax
rates, a C corporation entity should have
more after-tax cash available to re-invest,
creating incrementally greater value to its
owners as compared to a pass-through
entity.
2. The effective tax rate differential
between corporate and pass-through
entities has been significantly reduced.
This has created an environment where
even with two levels of taxation, a C
corporation structure may generate
greater after-tax cash value to its owners
as compared to a pass through entity.
3. Companies have a fiduciary
responsibility to their shareholders and
partners to evaluate their choice of entity
given the significant changes outlined in
tax reform legislation.

WHAT ARE THE KEY FACTORS
TO CONSIDER?
1. Taxable Income
Inherent in considerations to structure
companies in a tax efficient manner is an
expectation that the company plans to
generate current and future income that
will be subject to taxation.
2. Section 199A
The Section 199A Deduction may reduce
a pass-through owner’s maximum individual effective tax rate from 37 percent to
29.6 percent. It is critical to begin evaluating the extent the pass-through owner
will be eligible for this deduction as part
of the Choice of Entity analysis.

4. Domestic Tax Reform
Impact of other tax reform provisions on
the company’s overall income tax liability
may increase the benefits of an entity
change. For instance, tax reform
changes have affected rules surrounding
the amount and timing of income
recognition. A company may benefit from
these changes via selecting more
advantageous accounting methods
following a change in entity.
5. International Tax Reform
International tax reform has created a
number of complexities that may result
in significant incremental tax burdens to
a pass-through entity as compared to a
corporate entity. These potential tax
liabilities may significantly impact the
overall effective tax rates.

3. Future Plans: Reinvest or Distribute
The ability to generate incremental
revenue and value on reinvested cash
favors a corporate entity, due to the lower Contact your BMSS professional to determine whether a choice of entity change is
initial tax liability. It’s important to evaluate the right approach for your business.
whether a company plans on reinvesting
or distributing their after-tax cash, as this
may significantly impact the overall
effective tax rates.
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BRICK & MORTAR LIFE EXPECTANCY ISN’T WHAT IT USED
TO BE: HERE’S HOW TO FIGHT OBSOLESCENCE
(generically, all permitting costs) can be
streamlined for material cost savings and
faster re-use. Urban areas already have
an advantage in this regard due to greater
densities and uses. Suburban areas will
Historically, most companies had fairly
need to adapt this concept, or face an even
simple operations and spatial needs, so real stronger “back to the city” trend than curestate decisions were driven by location
rently in the market. Otherwise, suburban
and/or resources, with physical building
office parks and similar “obsolete conchanges limited by cost and location. The
cepts” could risk vacancy. All jurisdictions,
current digital revolution, however, is
in order to retain and attract industry—
changing that—literally at the speed of
their tax base—will have to re-write
light. Locations are not as “fixed” as they
zoning laws to allow rapid flexibility.
were previously, and businesses’ physical
space needs tend to change quickly due to 2. In terms of physical utility,
architects and engineers will have to
technological shifts. Flexibility will be the
design buildings that can be quickly
key to long-term survival in all industries,
adapted to alternate uses at a reasonable
including real estate.
cost. Aesthetics will still be important.
Traditionally, real estate has been a fixed
Those who are able to successfully design
asset acquired at high prices compared
and build the most flexible buildings first
to most assets. Such requirements manwill fare the best. Prime locations will
dated long lead times, high fixed costs,
also continue to have great importance.
significant capital resources, segregation of These locations, however, will not be
uses, long-term contracts (i.e., leases and
limited strictly to traditional site selection
mortgages) and zoning. The industry faces parameters. The key will be how flexible
the challenge of adapting fixed physical
the site and/or building improvements are
space needs, and all that goes along with
perceived to be for needed changes due to
it, to meet the new reality of demand for technological shifts that dramatically alter
change at the snap of a finger, and how to market demand for that space.
underwrite office or other spaces that will
The combination of these elements will
likely shift to “creative space” when re-firequire a shorter-term view, and investors
nanced (at lower rents, not higher).
and municipalities should incorporate some
WHAT ARE POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS?
level of alternate use analysis, even from
From a valuation standpoint, there are two the original construction date. Undertraditional factors: zoning/legal issues and
writers would then have the benefit of
physical utility. To maintain real estate flex- downside underwriting (to consider future
ibility, underwriters, analysts, municipalities conversion costs)—on a current basis.
and all industries will have to consider:
For many years, zoning and functional
1. Revised zoning codes that stress
utility have simply been boxes to check
density/form over use. The economic lives during the valuation process. Moving
of buildings are getting shorter and it may forward, and given the rapid clip of
be necessary to re-configure space more technological change, it is now time to
quickly. This change, however, often runs
remove it from a box and think about a
afoul of local zoning ordinances, minimally, real exit strategy beyond the end of a lease
as it relates to uses. If structures in the fu- or mortgage term.
ture are more generic in form, site-specific
This article originally appeared in BDO USA, LLP’s
codes may have to be revised to reflect
“RE+Construction Connection” newsletter (Fall 2017).
multiple future uses. By “pre-coding” such Copyright © 2017 BDO USA, LLP. All rights reserved.
www.bdo.com
code requirements, one of the major
impediments to re-development
WHAT HAS DRIVEN THIS?
The short answer is technology. The longer
answer is human interaction with
technology.

By Dennis Duffy, MAI
BDO, Valuation and Business Analytics
Buyers, owners, investors and developers
of real estate are facing questions regarding
how properties are valued in the current
market, especially where there are problems appraising a property’s highest and
best use. More specifically, this question
focuses on reversion value.
MULTIPLE CASES
Recent Class B or lower valuation projects
(as well as some lower level Class A properties) have presented serious, widespread
questions from a valuation standpoint. The
main question is simple: What should be
done with “obsolete” buildings?
Historically, such a question became pertinent only after 50-100 years.
Buildings were “built to last,” and most
were designed to be updated over time.
Part of the reason for that long horizon
was that ample land was available for expansion. Another was that zoning was very
prescriptive and clearly defined in many
ways. Lastly, fixed real estate was a capitalintensive asset class.
In the past five years alone, that question,
however, is now being asked about buildings that are only 20 to 30 years old. Many
buildings that have been constructed in
the last 30 years or so, like suburban office
buildings and parks, retail centers and
malls, some well-located industrial parks
and even sports stadiums, now face the
wrecking ball because they are, effectively,
obsolete. Some investors report that many
U.S. submarkets, for a variety of uses, are
“under-demolished.”
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BMSS NEWS
RIVERCHASE OFFICE SECOND FLOOR GETS A NEW MAKEOVER
One of BMSS’ primary goals is “To assemble the best team of professionals that will add value to
our clients in a work environment that fosters personal and professional fulfillment.” This is done
in a variety of ways, from providing breakfasts, lunches and dinners during busy season, to giving
our professionals every other Friday off during the summer, to encouraging community service by
providing 24 hours per year of paid volunteer time.
Over the past nine months, BMSS has gone one step futher. We have undertaken a project to
renovate the second floor of our Riverchase office in order to give our people a workplace that
is both professional and fun while fostering an environment of collaboration and teamwork. The
new space became operational at the beginning of February just in time for tax season. Take a
look at our new space!

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR RISING STAR!

STAY TUNED FOR AN
UPCOMING SEMINAR

Transformative
Technology:
AI, Blockchain & Cybersecurity
May 17th, 2018
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
From left to right, front:: Merrill Johnston, Jr., Coleman Carter, Kate Fluker, Laura Watkins, Bill Lorimer,
Back: Daniel Brock, Steve Smith, Wendy Adams and John Shank.

Kate Fluker was chosen by the BBJ as one of Birmingham’s 2017 Rising Stars of
Accounting. Kate works in our downtown office and is currently a manager
providing tax services to a variety of client industries. We are very excited for
her and her future at BMSS. Congratulations Kate!

The Hyatt Regency Wynfrey Hotel
Invitation and details to follow.
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KEEPING YOU INFORMED
Alabama eID - First in the Country
Alabama is proud to be one of the first states in the nation to test this innovative, trusted eID to empower citizens to protect
themselves against state tax fraud. The Alabama Department of Revenue encourages and appreciates your interest in taking action
to help secure your state tax return. Visit Alabama eID.

Alabama Attorney General
The Alabama Attorney General’s office now has a new searchable website for nonprofits.
Check out the link below.
https://ago.igovsolution.com/online/Lookups/Business.aspx
For more information on this registration go to:
https://ago.alabama.gov/ConsumerLicense#0

Dangerous W-2 Phishing Scam
The IRS and state tax agencies have issued an urgent alert to all employers regarding a Form W-2 phishing scam. This scam is
particularly concerning given the sensitive information contained on these forms. We encourage you to be vigilant when opening
emails requesting sensitive data, and in responding to those emails without verification of the sender. If you determine or suspect
that you have received a W-2 scam email, you should forward it to phishing@irs.gov and place “W2 Scam” in the subject line. If
you are a victim to the scam, contact the IRS immediately and file a complaint with the Internet Crime Complaint Center. You can
click on the link, Dangerous W-2 Phishing Scam Evolving, to read more about the Form W-2 phishing scam from the IRS website.

10-Million Dollar Rule for Contractors
Expansion of Exemption from Percentage-of-Completion Method (PCM) Raises the average annual gross receipts threshold from
$10 million to $25 million to exempt small construction contracts from the requirement to use the PCM. Contracts within this exception are those contracts for the construction or improvement of real property if the contract: (1) is expected to be completed
within 2 years of contract commencement and (2) is performed by a taxpayer who meets the $25 million gross receipts test.
Effective date: Taxable years after Dec. 31, 2017.
Industry View: Positive
What’s at stake: Reduced tax and recordkeeping burden for smaller real estate and construction companies. Increased ability to use
completed contract method, exempt-contract percentage-of-completion method, or any other permissible method.
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